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1. Introduction

In recent years, due to the increased utilization of electrical energy in all aspects of daily life, a huge demand
for energy storage systems, for both mobile and stationary applications, has emerged. Electrochemical energy
storage devices (EESDs) such as batteries and supercapacitors are the most dominant types of such systems
which are usually processed from a liquid phase. Simplicity, low cost, high production yield, and ease of
scale-up are some of the main reasons which render the liquid-phase techniques preferable to other
fabrication methods. In these methods, a printing or a coating technique is usually used for deposition of a
suspension/solution which contains the electrochemically active material. This suspension/solution is called
‘ink’ and typically contains other additives to facilitate the deposition and film formation processes. Binders,
surfactants, and rheology modifiers are some of the key additives of conventional ink formulations [1].
Although additives play critical roles in the processability of the inks and properties of the printed/coated
films, their removal (after drying of the film) is necessary for recovering the functionality of the
printed/coated materials. Additives intensively degrade the electrical properties, decrease the active surface
area, and complicate the fabrication process as their removal requires high-temperature heat treatments. In
order to mitigate the undesirable effects of additives on functionality of the liquid processed materials,
numerous methods such as application of localized short/pulsed heating techniques [2] and replacing the
conventional additives with innovative alternatives like solvent mixtures [3] have been established. Although
great attempts have been made, most of the proposed solutions are case-specific, with limited scope of
application.

Recently, MXenes, a new class of two-dimensional materials, have been discovered by Gogotsi, Barsoum
and other researchers at Drexel university [4] which can fundamentally alter the liquid-phase processing of
EESDs and address the aforementioned problems. MXenes are layered transition metal carbides,
carbonitrides, and nitrides. They have proven to hold great promise not only for EESDs but also for
numerous applications such as printed electronics [5–7] thanks to their excellent conductivity and rich
surface chemistry. MXenes have a general formula of Mn+1Xn (M represents an early transition metal and X
is carbon and/or nitrogen), where n+ 1 layers of M cover n layers of X in an [MX]nM arrangement (figure
1(a)) [8]. It is noteworthy that MXenes with more than one metallic element, either as solid solutions or
ordered phases, have also been successfully realized [9]. Due to the dangling bond passivation of the
outermost M layers, the surfaces of MXenes are terminated with abundant functional groups (e.g. –F, –O,
–OH, or their combination; figure 1(b)) [10]. Hence, it is more appropriate to describe their chemical
formula as Mn+1XnTx in which, T represents the corresponding terminal group(s).

The functional groups have paramount effects on physical and chemical properties of MXenes; however,
unlike functionalized graphenes (e.g. graphene oxide) [11], MXenes can still offer very high conductivities
even after terminating their surface with abundant functionalities [8]. Simultaneously being conductive and
having high concentrations of surface functional groups, has made MXenes a unique choice for
room-temperature liquid-phase-processing. MXene flakes are negatively charged with a zeta potential
between−30 and−80mV [12] which gives them an exceptional colloidal stability in aqueous and polar
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) An M3X2 MXene ([MX]2 M); (b) M3X2Tx (with terminal groups); and (c) consecutive
steps of MXene synthesis.

solvents. As a result, stable suspensions of MXenes with solid loadings of less than 0.02 to 70 wt.% can be
easily prepared without addition of any surfactant [13]. Furthermore, the terminal groups, by establishing
hydrogen (–OH/–F or –OH/–O) or van der Waals (–F/–F or –F/–O) bonds, play a crucial role in interparticle
interactions [8] and consequently in film formation processes, mechanical integrity of the films and, their
adhesion to the substrates. Hence, the need for binders is eliminated and additive-free MXene inks can be
easily formulated. It is notable that the dispersibility of MXenes in various polar solvents enables ink
formulation with wide range of surface tensions. In addition to the conventional additives (i.e. surfactants,
binders, rheology modifiers, …), MXenes, owing to their electrochemical activity and superb conductivity
may replace other components of the EESD electrode fabrication inks (e.g. conductive binders) which
usually unnecessarily increase the device weight [10]. While numerous excellent reviews on electrochemical
properties of MXenes and their application in EESDs are available [14–16], very little attention has been paid
to the processing of these materials and device fabrication methods. In this perspective, after a brief
introduction on MXenes and their synthesis methods, some of the most recent studies on ink formulation
and liquid-phase processing of MXenes for fabrication of EESDs have been reviewed.

2. MXenes: definition and synthesis methods

Similar to other 2D materials, MXenes can be synthesized both by bottom-up and top-down approaches;
however, because of higher production capacity and lower cost, exfoliation of their parent layered crystals
(top-down) is of greater interest (figure 1(c)). Nevertheless, unlike other 2D materials such as graphene,
where layers are stacked by weak van der Waals attractions [17], in MXenes, the stack of Mn+1Xn layers are
interleaved by additional layers with strong metallic bonds [8]. When the additional layer is a monoatomic
single layer (designated by word ‘A’; an element from group 13 and 14 of the periodic table), the parent crystal
is called MAX phase (e.g. Ti3AlC2). To synthesize single layers of MXene from the MAX phase, the ‘A’ layers
should be removed. The synthesis of MXenes from non-MAX phases involves removal of diatomic multi
layers such as Al3C3 from Zr3Al3C5 for production of Zr3C2 [18]. In both cases, due to the higher chemical
activity of the mentioned layers, the removal can be easily done by means of a selective etching agent.

As quality and most of the properties of MXenes (from mechanical to chemical) heavily depend on their
synthesis method [8], a great amount of effort has been devoted to the development of different etching
techniques. For instance, type and ratio of the functional groups as well as the structural defect density of the
nanosheets are mainly determined by the etching method and its conditions [19–21]. Some of the most
important and widely used approaches are summarized in table 1. Aqueous solutions of hydrofluoric (HF)
acid, owing to their excellent selectivity, have been predominantly used for removal of the ‘A’ element. Due to
the hazardous nature of HF acid and difficulties in its handling, alternative techniques based on mixtures of
fluoride salts and strong acids, capable of in-situ forming the HF, have been recently developed (e.g.
LiF+HCl) [22]. Other milder etching agents such as ammonium hydrogen difluoride, ammonium fluoride
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Table 1. Summary of MXene synthesis methods.

Etching method Precursor/MXene Details and remarks Ref. #

Aqueous HF solution Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2Tx 50% HF [4]
Strong acid+ fluor-
ide salt

Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2Tx 6 M HCl+ LiF; Results in
larger flakes; no intercala-
tion step is needed

[22]

NH4HF2 Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2Tx 1 M NH4HF2 @60
◦C for

8 h
[23]

NH4 F Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2Tx NH4 F:Ti3AlC2 mass ratio
100:1; Hydrothermal etch-
ing in autoclave @180 ◦C
for 24 h

[24]

Alkali etching Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2Tx 27.5 M NaOH; Fluorine-
free hydrothermal etch-
ing in autoclave @270 ◦C
under Ar atmosphere;
Functional groups are –
O and –OH

[25]

Ionothermal etching Ti3AlC2/Ti3C2 Water-free; Safe and low-
cost method; Etching in a
mixture of Choline chlor-
ide/Oxalic acid/NH4 F
@120 ◦C for 24 h

[26]

Molten fluoride salt Ti4AlN3/Ti4N3 KF+ LiF+ NaF mass ratio
of 0.59:0.29:0.12 @ 550 ◦C
under Ar atmosphere

[27]

CuCl2 molten salt Ti3SiC2/Ti3C2Tx @ 750 ◦C; Can etch Si, Ga
and Zn ‘A’ layers.

[28]

and even high concentration alkali solutions (as an HF-free option) are also proven to be successful etchants
[23–25]. However, time, temperature, concentration and other etching conditions differ a lot for various
MAX phases and individual optimization is required for every case. In general, by increasing the atomic
number of the transition metal and/or ‘n’ (in Mn+1Xn), longer etching times and stronger etchants are
needed [10].

The product of etching is called multilayered MXene (m-MXene) which has 2–6 times stronger interlayer
attractions than graphene and other 2D materials [29]. Hence, even after successful removal of the ‘A’ layer, it
is very difficult to delaminate the m-MXene to single layers. Consequently, an additional intercalation step is
required to further increase the interlayer spacing and facilitate the delamination process [8]. Polar solvents
(e.g. DMSO), hydrazine, urea [30] and even large organic base molecules (e.g. tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide or n-butylamine) [12] have been effectively used as intercalation agents. Metal cations are also
efficient intercalants since MXene sheets have a substantial amount of negative surface charges (due to the
functional groups) [31]. Accordingly, when etching with the ‘strong acid and fluoride salt’ technique, also
known as minimally intensive layer delamination (MILD), metallic cations of the salt (e.g. Li+ in the case of
LiF+HCl) serve as the intercalating agent [10]. After the intercalation step, delaminated MXene (d-MXene)
can be obtained by a vigorous mechanical agitation or an ultrasonic treatment process. In general,
mechanical agitation yields a higher quality product with larger flake size and lower defect level [32]. It is
noteworthy that MXenes are prone to oxidation, especially in aqueous suspensions and in presence of oxygen
[33]. Hence, MXene inks with organic anhydrous carrier solvents are chemically more stable than their
aqueous counterparts, however, at the cost of electronic conductivity measured from the four-point probe of
MXene films. Through deoxygenation and storing of the delaminated dispersion in hermetic argon-filled
vessels at low temperatures (e.g. 5 ◦C), the shelf-life of MXene inks can be substantially extended. It has been
also found that inks with higher concentration show better oxidation resistance than dilute inks [34].

3. MXene inks for printed/coated EESDs

The rheological properties of MXene inks, as a determining factor for their processability, highly depend on
their concentration. Other parameters such as particle size distribution, nanosheets aspect ratio, and degree
of functionalization can also affect the rheological properties and should be considered while formulating
inks. In general, by varying the concentration of the MXene inks (low, medium, and high), three distinct
regimes in their rheological behavior can be observed. For instance, for a m-MXene dispersion with a
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medium particle size of 5 µm, at low concentrations (e.g. 10 wt.%), particles are randomly dispersed with
little interactions with each other, while at medium concentrations (e.g. 30 wt.%) a sol-gel transition
(viscous at low frequencies and gel at high frequencies) can be observed. At high concentrations (>40 wt.%),
the percolated network of nanosheets forms a colloidal gel with a considerable yield strength [13]. Each of
these behavioral regimes can be used (by simply adjusting the solid content) for formulation of inks for
various liquid-phase techniques, from spray- and spin-coating to screen- and extrusion-printing. The
appropriate printing or coating technique and consequently the proper ink for fabrication of an EESD is
selected by considering its application. While in most applications, deposition of thick films is highly
desirable, in some specific cases, formation of thin films is a must. In the following sections, some of the
recent examples of the formulated MXene inks for different types of EESDs and major printing/coating
techniques with their required rheological properties have been reviewed.

3.1. Low-concentration inks
One of the main applications of low-concentration inks are thin films for the fabrication of transparent
devices. This is mainly due to the fact that the transmittance decays exponentially with the thickness of the
films. However, in low-concentration viscoelastic suspensions, the viscous characteristics are usually
dominant, and the elastic properties are negligible. Nevertheless, the spin- or spray-coating techniques which
are the most used methods for liquid-phase deposition of thin films, require a specific level of elastic
behavior for elimination of the process-imposed perturbations [35]. MXene inks, even at low concentrations
(<0.36 mg.ml−1), exhibit surprisingly high levels of elastic behavior [13], which allow the realization of
transparent films with both spray- and spin-coating methods [32, 36]. In addition to their suitable
rheological properties, MXenes are a unique choice for fabrication of transparent EESDs owing to their
exceptional electrochemical properties. Indeed, the number of choices for transparent
liquid-phase-processable materials are limited to conductive metal oxides, carbon nanotubes, graphenes
(pristine and functionalized), MXenes, metallic nanowires (e.g. Ag NWs), and conducting polymers [37, 38].
Amongst all, for a specific optical transmittance (e.g. >90%) in the visible range, MXenes are the only group
which simultaneously offer high conductivity and charge storage capacitance [32]. In this regard, Zhang et al
have reported a spin-coated, flexible, transparent (72% transmission) Ti3C2Tx supercapacitor with
impressive areal (0.48 mF.cm−2) and volumetric (676 F.cm−3) capacitances (figure 2(a)). Such high figures
of merit have only become possible thanks to the utilization of a MILD technique for etching and a
handshake-agitation for a gentle delamination which has resulted in high quality large flakes with a very low
percolation threshold [32].

Formulation of ink for some specific printing techniques is another case where low-concentration
suspensions are needed. For instance, inkjet printing (IJP) which is a digital non-contact printing method
can only handle low-viscosity inks (<10 cP). An IJP ink, in addition to specific surface tension and viscosity,
should show viscous behavior at the jetting step and quick recovery of elastic properties after deposition, to
avoid uncontrolled spreading of droplets [35]. This behavior is reflected in domination of the storage
modulus (G’) at low frequencies (long-range interactions) and the loss modulus (G”) at mid to high
frequencies (short-range interactions) in a frequency sweep test (figure 2(b)) [13]. Despite the fact that
MXenes are usually synthesized in water and disperse in it better than in any other solvent; due to the high
surface tension of additive-free aqueous inks (poor jetting/wetting), it is necessary to formulate inks in
alternative solvents.

Recently, Zhang et al have prepared MXene (Ti3C2Tx) IJP inks in various polar solvents through
sonicating the multilayered MXene in various organic solvents [39]. While all formulated inks possess
viscosities in the processing range of IJP, they all exhibit yield stress which can be attributed to the crowding
of particles and consequently gelation of the system as a result of the repulsive interactions experienced by
neighboring MXene sheets [35] (figure 2(c)). Micro-supercapacitors (MSCs) with an interdigitated structure
(gap size: 89 µm) have been printed on Al2O3 coated PET substrates and a remarkable volumetric capacitance
of 562 F.cm−3 has been obtained. It is noteworthy that the performance of the printed MSCs were different
for each formulation, and NMP-based ink (N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone; 12.5 mg.ml−1) yielded the best results.
Even though that no binder was used in ink formulation, the printed traces showed exceptional mechanical
integrity and adhesion (to the substrate), mainly because of the strong interactions of the functional groups.

3.2. Medium- or high-concentration inks
As mentioned earlier, in majority of the applications, high-concentration inks are preferable for fabrication
of EESDs since more materials can be deposited during each printing/coating pass. This is because of the fact
that the total stored charge in an EESD is directly related to the active surface area and the amount of the
electrochemically active material. Increasing the solid content of inks upsurge their viscosity and necessitates
the use of printing/coating techniques designed for high viscosity liquids. An ideal ink for an efficient
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Figure 2. (a) i. Schematic illustration of the spin-coated transparent MSC; ii. Photograph of a flexible, transparent Ti3C2Tx film
on PET substrate; iii. Cross-sectional view of (scanning electron microscope image) a thin Ti3C2Tx film coated on a glass
substrate; iv. The areal capacitance comparison among various transparent MSCs. Reproduced with permission from [32]
Copyright 2017, John Wiley & Sons. (b) Rheological properties (frequency sweep test) of an inkjet printable MXene ink.
Reproduced with permission from [13] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (c) i. Viscosity plotted as a function of shear
rate for different MXene organic inks. The data is fitted according to the Ostwald-de Waele power law; ii. Rheological properties
(amplitude sweep test) of inkjet printed MXene organic inks; iii. Peeling test of an inkjet-printed MSC (inset) using scotch tape.
No material is stuck to the tape after ten peels, indicating a strong adhesion between the printed structures and the AlOx-coated
PET substrate. Reproduced with permission from [39] Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.

printing, in addition to a high concentration (c) should also possess a high electronic conductivity (σ) [39].
To evaluate the electronic properties of an ink, a figure of merit which takes both of these properties into
account (FoM= σc [S.cm−1.mg.ml−1]) is typically used, and its higher values correspond to better inks. For
instance, an aqueous Ti3C2Tx MXene ink (36 mg.ml−1) formulated by Zhang et al for 2D extrusion printing
of MSCs on a paper substrate has shown a record-high FoM of 66 996 S.cm−1.mg.ml−1 [39] which is ~ 11
fold higher than the best reported graphene ink (6000 S.cm−1.mg.ml−1) [2]. The MSCs printed with this ink
(figure 3(a)) have showcased energy densities as high as 0.32 µW.h.cm−2 at a power density of 11.4
µW.cm−2, and a 3-pass, extrusion printed device has exhibited higher areal capacitance than its 25-pass
inkjet-printed counterpart (12.5 mg.ml−1 Ti3C2Tx MXene in NMP ink). Zhang et al has also developed two
other aqueous inks (Ti3C2Tx and Ti3CNTx) with similar rheological properties for a customizable stamping
technique [40]. Flat and cylindrical stamps, capable of performing the material transfer processes used in
sheet-to-roll and roll-to-roll methods, have been printed by a 3D printer with various patterns (figure 3(b)).
Printed MSCs delivered areal capacitances as high as 61 mF.cm−2 at 25 µA.cm−2, demonstrating promising
scale-up possibilities. Indeed, owing to their enormous production yield, both techniques are extremely
appealing for commercialization of MXene-based EESDs.

To further increase the areal power and energy densities, inks with much higher solid contents
(>20 wt.%) are required. This leads to a dramatic increase in the viscosity of the inks which limits the
application methods to screen- and 3D-printing techniques. Recently by Zhang and colleagues [41], a novel
aqueous Ti3C2Tx ink with 22 wt.% solid content, mostly based on m-MXene and unetched MAX phase, has
been formulated for scalable screen-printing of MSCs (figure 4(a)). With a lower degree of exfoliation, solid
content can be boost up without dramatically increasing the viscosity [13]. Replacing the d-MXene with
m-MXene in ink formulation is vital as production of a d-MXene ink with the same concentration is difficult
and its ultra-high viscosity renders it unprocessable even with the screen-printing method. The exceptionally
high areal capacitance and energy density of the printed MSCs (158 mF.cm−2 and 1.64 µWh.cm−2,
respectively) confirms that after a printing and drying step, the active surface area for both d- and m-MXene
are comparable. It has also been found that addition of a small amount of d-MXene (~2%) to the formulated
inks is crucial for obtaining decent mechanical properties in the printed structures. Considering the low
synthesis yield of d-MXene (10%–20%), application of m-MXene and unetched MAX phase which are
typically trashed away during the synthesis of d-MXene, can considerably reduce the fabrication costs and
pave the road towards commercial printing of MXene-based EESDs.
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Figure 3. (a) i. Viscosity of an extrusion printed MXene aqueous ink plotted as a function of shear rate (inset is the photograph of
the same ink); ii. Optical images of all-MXene printed patterns, including MSCs with various configurations, on paper; iii.
Comparison of the conductivity of the extrusion printed lines plotted as a function of ink concentration. Reproduced with
permission from [39] Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (b) i. 3D printing custom designable stamps; ii. Stamping of
MXene-based MSCs with different designs; iii. photograph of 3D printed cylindrical stamp. Reproduced with permission from
[40] Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons.

The effect of the flake size and aspect ratio on the rheological properties of the MXene inks has also been
highlighted by Yang et al [42]. They have formulated an additive-free extrusion printing ink with ultrahigh
aspect ratio (~4000) flakes which has exhibited viscosity values in the same order of magnitude as another
reported ink with three orders of magnitude higher concentration. A mild etching technique (without the
ultrasonic treatment) has been used to obtain such high aspect ratio flakes. Inks with various concentrations
have been formulated and all of them have shown little thixotropy and high yield strength which is necessary
for 3D printing methods (figure 4(b)). By freeze drying the printed MSCs, highly porous 3D interdigitated
structures (finger diameter of 326 µm and gap distance of 187 µm) with an areal capacitance as high as
2.1 F.cm−2 at 1.7 mA.cm−2 and superior energy and power densities (e.g. 0.0244 mWh.cm−2 at
0.64 mW.cm−2) are realized.

Due to the strong electrostatic repulsions of MXene nanosheets, conventional techniques for increasing
the concentration of the colloidal suspensions (e.g. centrifugation) are not applicable. High-temperature
evaporation is also not an option since MXene are extremely prone to oxidation under such conditions. In an
attempt to formulate additive-free 3D-printable MXene ink, Beidaghi et al [43] have used superabsorbent
polymer beads to remove the excess water from their synthesized Ti3C2Tx MXene suspension and increase
the concentration from 10 mg.ml−1 to 290 mg.ml−1. A 3D printable ink should exhibit a shear thinning
behavior with a certain minimum yield stress (depends on the printer). The viscoelastic properties of the
formulated inks should be accurately adjusted to ensure proper shape retention and interlayer adhesion in
printed structures. The storage to loss modulus ratio (G’/G”) is a useful measure for evaluating the
3D-printability of an ink, where a value between 2 < G’/G” < 20 is highly desirable (figure 4(c)). The 3D
printed, highly flexible MSCs have showcased impressive areal capacitance of 1035 mF.cm−2 at 2 mV.s−1 and
energy density of 51.7 µW.h.cm−2. Yu et al have demonstrated another big advantage of the MXene-based
inks by formulating screen- and extrusion-printing inks using nitrogen-doped crumpled Ti3C2Tx sheets
[44]. Even in this case, the formulated additive-free inks maintain the proper rheological properties and film
formation behavior of the pure MXenes. This is an important finding since it adds another level of freedom
to ink formulation strategies and enables realization of high porosity structures. By opting for such an
approach, MSCs with high areal capacitance (screen printed; 70.1 mF.cm−2) as well as high areal and
volumetric energy densities (extrusion printed; 0.42 mWh.cm−2 and 0.83 mWh.cm−3, respectively) have
been fabricated. The summary of the reviewed printed/coated MSCs is provided in table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of the reviewed printed/coated MSCs.

Printing/Coating
method Ink composition Electrochemical performance Potential window Ref. #

Spin coating Ti3C2Tx/water
1.5 mg.mL−1

Areal capacitance: 0.48 mF.cm−2

Volumetric capacitance:
676 F.cm−3

0.65 V [32]

Inkjet printing Ti3C2Tx/NMP
12 mg.mL−1

Volumetric capacitance:
562 F.cm−3

0.5 V [39]

2D Extrusion print-
ing

Ti3C2Tx/water
36 mg.mL−1

Energy density: 0.32 µW.h.cm−2

at a power density of 11.4
µW.cm−2

0.5 V [39]

Transfer printing
(stamp)

Ti3C2Tx/water
22 mg.mL−1

Ti3CNTx/water
24 mg.mL−1

Areal capacitance: 61 mF.cm−2

at 25 µA.cm−2
0.6 V [40]

Screen printing m-Ti3C2Tx/water
22 wt.%

Areal capacitance: 158 mF.cm−2

Energy density: 1.64 µWh.cm−2
0.6 V [41]

Screen printing N-
Ti3C2Tx/CB/LA132-
binder/water wt.
ratio: 8:1:1:13.6
34 wt.%

Areal capacitance: 70.1 mF.cm−2 0.6 V [44]

3D Extrusion print-
ing

CNT/AC/N-
Ti3C2Tx/GO wt.
ratio: 1:3:3:1

Areal energy density: 0.42
mWh.cm−2 Vol. energy dens-
ity: 0.83 mWh.cm−3

0.6 V [44]

3D Extrusion print-
ing

Ti3C2Tx/water
50 mg.mL−1

Areal capacitance: 2.1 F.cm−2 at
1.7 mA.cm−2 Energy density:
0.0244 mWh.cm−2 at Power
density: 0.64 mW.cm−2

0.6 V [42]

3D Extrusion print-
ing

Ti3C2Tx/water
290 mg.mL−1

Areal capacitance: 1035
mF.cm−2 at 2 mV.s−1 Energy
density: 51.7 µW.h.cm−2

0.6 V [43]

3.3. MXene as a functional additive
In all the afore-reviewed works, MXenes have been used as the electrochemically active component of the
inks; nevertheless, they can also be used as a functional additives [1, 45]. Unlike conventional additives (e.g.
polymeric binders) which usually have adverse effects on the functionality of the printed/coated structures,
functional additives improve the performance of the devices. For instance, in fabrication of Li-ion battery
anodes, since silicon nanoparticles (Si NPs) themselves are not coatable, a polymeric binder which is usually
an insulator material is inevitable in the battery electrodes. To ensure the charge transport throughout the
electrode, a conductive agent should also be added to boost the electrical conductivity. The conductive agents
usually form a point-to-point type of connection with the Si NPs which can be easily lost upon repeated
volume expansions/contractions of charge/discharge cycles (figure 5(a)). Zhang and co-workers have
addressed this mechanical instability by replacing the conventional dual-component additives (PAA/carbon
black, CB) from anode fabrication inks with MXenes (Ti3C2Tx and Ti3CNTx) [46]. Since MXenes establish a
point-to-plane type of contact with Si NPs, the volumetric fluctuations can be well accommodated, and a
proper connection can be maintained. They have also found that MXene-based inks possess much higher
viscosities (orders of magnitude) than their PAA-based counterparts with a similar solid content. This is a
very important finding since the critical cracking thickness (CCT) of a film is determined by the viscosity
and surface tension of the slurry [47]. Based on this fact, they are able to increase the CCT of their films
from < 100 µm (for PAA-based ink) to ~350 µm (for MXene-based ink). As a result, extremely high areal
capacity anodes (up to 23.3 mA.h.cm−2) with significantly higher conductivity (increased by 1200 times) and
tensile toughness (increased by 40 times) have been realized. It is noteworthy that the adhesion of the films to
the copper current collector was high enough to eliminate the need of a binder for that purpose as well.

The functionality of MXenes as an ink additive can be even multiplied by functionalization or decoration
with specific particles. Sulfur is one of such materials which despite its high theoretical energy density
(2570 W.h.kg−1) as a cathode for Li-S batteries, had limited success, mainly because of its insulating nature
and notorious shuttling effect of intermediate lithium polysulfides (Li2Sx, x > 3) [48]. Carbonaceous
additives, due to their non-polar nature, cannot provide a proper confinement for polar Li2Sx [49]. In
contrast, the abundant electronegative surface groups of MXenes (such as –O and –OH) can effectively
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Figure 4. (a) i. Schematic illustration of the screen-printing of a sediment ink consisting of d-MXene, m-MXene, and unetched
Max phase; ii. Rheological properties (amplitude sweep test) of a 22 wt.% aqueous sediment ink; iii. Photographs of as-prepared
MXene sediment inks (top and the inset) and after 30 min (bottom), showing its highly viscous nature; iv. Scalable production of
MSCs based on MXene sediment inks. Reproduced with permission from [41] Copyright 2020, John Wiley & Sons. (b) i.
Thixotropic behavior of 3D printable additive-free aqueous MXene inks with different solid content (50, 30, and 15 mg.mL−1,
respectively from top to bottom); ii. Amplitude sweep test and viscoelastic properties of the same inks as (i), showing the high
yield strength of the 50 mg.mL−1 ink (206 Pa); iii. Schematic illustration of the device fabrication process. Reproduced with
permission from [42] Copyright 2019, John Wiley & Sons. (c) Photographs of i. 3D printable additive-free aqueous MXene ink;
and ii. Twisting the printed MSCs on a PET substrate; iii. Dramatic drop of the viscosity at the yield stress of the 3D printable
MXene ink; iv. Ratio of G’ to G” in a frequency sweep test. Reproduced with permission from [43] Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society.

anchor S NPs via electrostatic interactions. Based on this fact, Zhang et al have formulated a highly viscous
aqueous MXene (Ti3C2Tx) ink decorated with S for slurry casting (figure 5(b)) [50]. The ink exhibits a
shear-thinning (pseudoplastic) behavior which follows the Ostwald-de Waele power law (η∝ kγn−1,
n= 0.21). The high concentration and viscosity (≈20 mg.ml−1 and 12.4 Pa.s, respectively) have enabled the
ink to be arbitrarily coated on various substrates such as Celgard membranes, paper, aluminum foil and
stainless steel without the need for any other additive. Extremely high capacity (up to 1350 mA.h.g−1),
excellent rate handling, and ultralow capacity decay rate (as low as 0.035% per cycle, after 175 cycles) were
reported. The impressive electrochemical performance are attributed to the synergistic effects between S NPs
and conductive, polar Ti3C2Tx backbone, where the electron transport and ion diffusion kinetics have been
substantially enhanced.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

In summary, we reviewed the major printing and coating techniques for fabrication of MXene-based EESDs,
as well as ink formulation strategies, rheological requirements and processability considerations of each
method. The unique properties of MXenes rendering them an ideal choice for liquid-phase fabrication of
EESDs are also discussed. While great progresses in synthesis of MXenes and their ink formulations have
been made, some additional investigations and further improvements are still required to witness the
commercial printing and coating of MXene-based EESDs. The following aspects, we believe, are current
challenges and future perspectives in processing of MXenes that should be highlighted.

Regarding the synthesis step, improving the delamination and etching yields is necessary for lowering the
overall production costs. Most of the available synthesis recipes are optimized for few grams of MAX phase
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Figure 5. (a) i. Schematic illustration of the change in the electrode network upon repeated lithiation/delithiation in (top)
traditional Si/conductive agent/polymeric binder and (bottom) Si/MXene systems; ii, iii. Rheological properties of: Ti3C2Tx ink,
Ti3CNTx ink, and a control sample made of conventional polymeric binder and carbon black (PAA/CB); ii. viscosity plotted as a
function of shear rate, and iii. storage and loss moduli plotted as a function of strain; iv–vi. Photographs of the Si/Ti3C2Tx ink
and its slurry casting; vii. Cross-sectional SEM images of Si/Ti3C2Tx electrode (scale bar is 1 µm). Reproduced with permission
from [46] Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (b) i. Schematic demonstration of the synthesis steps of S decorated Ti3C2Tx ink; ii.
Photograph of the formulated ink, showing its viscous nature; iii. Viscosity of S@Ti3C2Tx ink plotted as a function of shear rate;
iv. Coating the S@Ti3C2Tx ink on Celgard membrane (top) and on Al foil (bottom). Reproduced with permission from [50]
Copyright 2018, John Wiley & Sons.

while the majority of the printing and coating methods require several hundred grams of ink. Since the type
and concentration of the terminal groups, density of defects, and size of flakes are strongly dependent on the
synthesis method and process conditions, upscaling the synthesis of MXenes is a big challenge. Current
MXene synthesis methods have little or no control on the type and uniformity of the terminal groups while
their role on the rheological properties, film formation and device performance are very well documented.
Thus, development of large-scale synthesis methods with proper control on the terminal groups and capable
of delivering products with consistent quality would be one of the main research
topics.

Considering the ink formulation, especially non-aqueous inks and their rheological properties and film
formation behavior, there exists a big knowledge gap. Currently available literature has also only focused on
Ti3C2Tx MXene with random functional groups. The effect of specific terminal groups on rheological
properties, film formation, and device performance has not been fully understood. The relatively short
shelf-life of the MXene inks (compared to graphene or metallic inks) is another issue which requires further
attention. Printed/coated MXene films and structures have better oxidation resistance after complete
evaporation of the solvent but further improvements are needed specially for the devices which are exposed
to the environmental conditions (such as oxygen and humidity). Pre- and post-treatments can potentially
improve the chemical stability of the MXenes. While recently some promising reports have been published
[51, 52], there is still a huge need for further investigations.
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From the ‘electrochemical performance’ point of view, even though MXenes are viewed as the
next-generation energy storage materials, there are still important challenges to be addressed, some of which
are mentioned here:

� Small voltage window in aqueous electrolytes (~0.6 V in the symmetric devices);
� Potential instability of the electrodes (if immersed in the flooded cell);
� Capacitance and charge storage properties still need to be further improved.

While numerous solutions are conceivable for these challenges, some of the most promising approaches
can be summarized as:

� Heteroatom(s) doping of the MXene skeleton, or fabrication of asymmetric devices (pairing with a more
positive electrode) for widening the voltage window;

� Constructing (semi-) solid-state supercapacitor devices to solve the potential instability of MXene elec-
trodes. Since thewater content is greatly reduced, the films canmaintain their compactmorphologywithout
being attacked by the water molecules and dissolved oxygen;

� Introducing heteroatoms (such as doping nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, boron, etc.) or heterostructures to
theMXene framework (e.g. withMoS2, MoSe2, etc.) to enhance the capacitance as well as rate performance.
In addition, engineering the defects chemistry (such as location and density) and surface chemistry (i.e.
type, amount, and relative ratio of the functional groups) are also expected to be efficient.

The possibility of formulating aqueous inks from MXenes opens up the perspective for green and
environmental-friendly manufacturing of devices. Furthermore, methods for surface functionalization
and/or the formation of MXene composites are only in the early stages, with many novel device possibilities
to be expected.
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